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 Yes Bank: FPO subscribed 24% on day 1. Retail book subscribed 9% while the Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIB) portion
was subscribed 66%.

 Power Grid, GAIL: Provisional demand notices towards license fee have been withdrawn by the Department of
Telecommunications.

 Alembic: Clarifies that company’s fermentation facilities have been closed down and its runs only a chemistry based
small API unit.

 Cochin Shipyard: Signed contracts for construction and supply of two Autonomous Electric Ferry for ASKO Maritime AS,
Norway, with an option to build two more identical vessels.

 Indiabulls Real Estate: Received proposal from the Embassy Group for the merger of the group's residential and
commercial assets aggregating to 61.9 million square feet into the company. On filing the scheme of amalgamation with

Markets gave up early gains to end on a flat note as gains in
IT stocks were offset by losses in index heavyweights RIL and
Bharti Airtel

 Reliance Industries shares tumbled 3.9% after a late sell-off.
Addressing shareholders at the company's 43rd AGM, chairman
Mukesh Ambani said the company will spin off the oil-to-chemicals
(O2C) business into a separate entity and induct strategic partners.

 Wipro soared nearly 17% after its Q1 margins and profits topped
forecasts. Global cues were broadly supportive as investors
cheered positive updates on a potential Covid-19 vaccine and
pinned hopes on EU stimulus.

Global & Asian market overview
 European stocks rebounded as investors cheered positive updates

on a potential Covid-19 vaccine and pinned hopes on EU stimulus.
 Asian stocks moved broadly highly amid optimism about a

potential coronavirus vaccine, although Chinese markets fell on
rising U.S.-China tensions.

 US stocks fluctuated over the course of the trading session on
Wednesday but largely maintained a positive bias before ending
the day mostly higher. Adding to the strong gains posted in the
previous session, the Dow and the S&P 500 finished the day at
their best closing levels in over a month.

Industry Buzz
 State Bank of India: Board approves raising additional tier-I capital

up to Rs 4,000 crore and fresh tier-II capital up to Rs 10,000 crore.
It will redeem Rs 11,015 crore of existing tier-II bonds with call
dates in FY21 and sell new bonds to replace them. The bond sale
for redemption will be over and above the proposed tier-II capital
raising.

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

Sensex Index 36,051.8 36,033.1 0.1%

Nifty Index 10,618.2 10,607.4 0.1%

NSEBANK INDEX 21,340.8 21,392.2 -0.2%

NSEAUTO INDEX 6,931.1 6,916.0 0.2%

NSEIT INDEX 16,459.8 15,640.6 5.2%

Market depth Advance Decline T/O(bn)

NSE 746 1,139 641

BSE 1,062 1,566 36

Indices Close Previous Chg.%

DJIA 26,870.1 26,642.6 0.85%

NASDAQ 10,550.5 10,488.6 0.59%

S&P 500 3,226.6 3,197.5 0.91%

DAX 12,931.0 12,800.0 1.84%

CAC 40 5,109.0 5,056.2 2.03%

FTSE 100 6,292.7 6,176.2 1.83%

HANG SENG 25,481.6 25,772.1 0.01%

SSE INDEX 3,361.3 3,443.3 -1.56%

NIKKIE 225 22,945.5 22,784.7 1.59%

Nifty Gaine₹ Chg.% Nifty Lose₹ Chg.%

WIPRO 16.89 RELIANCE -3.89

INFY 6.47 BHARTIARTL -3.62

HCLTECH 4.67 ZEEL -2.95

TECHM 2.79 GAIL -2.07

TCS 2.72 INFRATEL -2.04

FII Derivatives Buy (bn) Sell (bn) Net (bn)

INDEX FUT 57.7 41.8 15.9

STOCK FUT 161.3 159.9 1.4
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the relevant regulatory authorities, Sameer Gehlaut, as promoter, along with other existing promoter group entities shall
initiate the process of de-promoterisation.

 L&T Infotech Q1FY21 U.S. Dollar revenue down 4.8% to $390.3 million Revenue down 2.1% to Rs 2,949.2 crore Net profit
down 2.4% to Rs 416.6 crore Ebitda up 2.4% to Rs 592 crore Ebitda margin at 20.1% from 19.2%.

 Infosys Q1FY21 U.S. Dollar revenue down 2.4% to $3,121 million Revenue up 1.7% to Rs 23,665 crore Ebit up 8.9% to Rs
5,365 crore Ebit margin at 22.7% from 21.2% Net profit down 1.5% to Rs 4,272 crore.

Results Today-
 L&T Finance Holdings, L&T Technology Services, Bajaj Consumer Care, Bharat Wire Ropes, Aditya Birla Money, Cyient

Indian Macro
 India posted a USD 0.79 billion trade surplus in June 2020, the largest on record and first since 2002, compared with

market expectations of a USD 4.50 billion deficit, as imports tumbled much more than exports amid subdued demand
due to the coronavirus crisis. Imports was down 47.59% with the biggest decreases reported for: gold (-77.42%), coal,
coke & briquettes (-55.72%), petroleum, crude & products (-55.29%), machinery, electrical & non-electrical (-42.02%)
and electronic goods (-34.05%). Meanwhile, exports fell at a slower 12.41% led by lower sales of gems & jewelry (-
50.06%), leather & leather products (-40.47%), RMG of all textiles (-34.84%), man-made yarn, fabrics (-31.98%) and
petroleum products (-31.65%). Considering the April to June period, the trade deficit narrowed sharply to USD 9.12
billion from USD 45.96 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal year.

 Contracting for the fourth straight month, India's exports declined by 12.41 per cent to $21.91 billion in June mainly due
to drop in shipments of petroleum, textiles, engineering goods, and gems and jewellery items. Imports too plunged
47.59 per cent to $21.11 billion in June, leaving a trade surplus of $0.79 billion, compared to a deficit of $15.28 billion in
the same month of the last year, according to the data released by the Commerce and Industry Ministry. During April-
June 2020, exports fell by 36.71 per cent to $51.32 billion, while imports shrank by 52.43 per cent to $60.44 billion. Oil
imports dipped 55.29 per cent to $4.93 billion in June. Gold imports in June plunged by 77.42 per cent to $608.7 million.

 Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on July 15 sad that public sector banks (PSBs) have purchased bonds and
commercial papers worth Rs 14,667 crore issued by 67 NBFCs under the revamped Partial Credit Guarantee Scheme
(PCGS). As part of the nearly Rs 21 lakh crore special economic package amid the COVID-19 crisis, Sitharaman announced
Partial Credit Guarantee Scheme (PCGS) 2.0 worth Rs 45,000 crore for non-banking financial companies (NBFCs) and
micro finance institutions (MFIs). The purchase of bonds/commercial papers of Rs 6,125 crore, including Rs 5,550 crore
of bonds/commercial papers (CP) rated below AA, is currently under various stages of approval/at negotiation stage, she
added.



Global Macro
 Total industrial production in the United States rose 5.4% from a month earlier in June 2020 after increasing 1.4% in May,

beating market expectations of a 4.3% growth. That was the largest increase in industrial production since December
1959, as many businesses resumed operations following coronavirus-related restrictions. Manufacturing output climbed
7.2%, but it was still 11.1% below its pre-pandemic February level, as motor vehicles and parts jumped 105.0%, while
factory production elsewhere rose 3.9%. In addition, utilities output grew 4.2%, as both gas and electric utilities posted
gains, while mining output fell 2.9%, with declines in nearly all categories. For the second quarter as a whole, industrial
output fell 42.6% at an annual rate, its largest quarterly decrease since the industrial sector retrenched after World War
II.

 Oil prices rose more than 2% on Wednesday, after the EIA reported the largest drop in US crude inventories in more than
six months, in line with data released by the API that showed the US crude inventories tumbled by the most since August
2019. This suggested that fuel demand is improving despite the rapid spread of the coronavirus outbreak across the
world. On the supply side, OPEC and its allies are set to decrease the record production cuts to 7.7 million bpd in August
and until December.

 Export prices in the US increased 1.4% from a month earlier in June of 2020, following a downwardly revised 0.4% rise in
May and above market expectations of 0.8%. It was the biggest rise in export prices since March of 2011. Nonagricultural
exports advanced 1.4% in June, after rising 0.5% the previous month, the largest monthly advance since March 2011 led
by higher prices for nonagricultural industrial supplies and materials which more than offset declining prices for capital
goods and nonagricultural foods.

 Import prices in the US increased 1.4% month-over-month in June 2020, following a 0.8% increase in May and easily
beating forecasts of a 1.0% advance. It was the largest monthly increase in import prices since March 2012 led by a
record rise in fuel prices (21.9% vs 15.4% in May). Prices for import petroleum rose 23.0%, after advancing 16.1%, and
natural gas prices increased 6.8% following a 6.4% rise the previous month. Nonfuel import prices rose 0.3% in June,
after a 0.1% gain in May. Year-on-year, import prices fell 3.8%.



S1 S2 PIVOT R1 R2

ADANIPORTS 309 305 317 321 328
ASIANPAINT 1654 1634 1684 1705 1734
AXISBANK 418 410 431 440 453
BAJAJ-AUTO 2913 2879 2934 2968 2989
BAJAJFINSV 6032 5899 6236 6368 6573
BAJFINANCE 3079 3013 3188 3254 3364
BHARTIARTL 553 542 571 583 600
BPCL 362 358 372 376 386
BRITANNIA 3698 3671 3738 3764 3805
CIPLA 634 628 639 645 649
COALINDIA 127 126 128 129 130
DRREDDY 3987 3931 4017 4074 4104
EICHERMOT 18233 17982 18716 18967 19450
GAIL 95 94 98 99 101
GRASIM 581 573 594 601 614
HCLTECH 601 579 615 637 650
HDFC 1777 1760 1799 1817 1839
HDFCBANK 1040 1031 1060 1069 1089
HEROMOTOCO 2612 2572 2646 2686 2720
HINDALCO 163 162 166 167 170
HINDUNILVR 2244 2212 2268 2300 2324
ICICIBANK 341 336 349 354 362
INDUSINDBK 491 482 509 519 537
INFRATEL 200 196 206 209 216
INFY 807 774 828 861 881
IOC 84 84 86 86 88
ITC 196 193 198 202 204
JSWSTEEL 192 190 196 199 202
KOTAKBANK 1273 1260 1292 1305 1324
LT 905 899 915 921 931
M&M 544 535 552 561 569
MARUTI 5747 5688 5813 5872 5938
NESTLEIND 16699 16518 16921 17102 17324
NTPC 87 86 88 89 90
ONGC 75 74 77 77 79
POWERGRID 162 161 164 165 167
RELIANCE 1752 1685 1865 1933 2046
SBIN 181 179 185 188 192
SHREECEM 21538 21382 21906 22062 22430
SUNPHARMA 491 488 495 498 502
TATAMOTORS 101 100 104 106 108
TATASTEEL 334 332 340 343 349
TCS 2192 2147 2226 2271 2305
TECHM 601 588 616 629 644
TITAN 957 949 971 980 994
ULTRACEMCO 3794 3754 3812 3852 3870
UPL 433 425 438 445 450
VEDL 108 107 109 110 111
WIPRO 246 224 257 280 291
ZEEL 156 152 163 167 173

Trading guidelines
 This model is based on the premise that the PIVOT is the most

important price level that decides the intraday trend. Much like how

the door or a window hangs by a hinge and sways in the wind, the

intraday trend also hangs by this PIVOT LEVEL and swings because of

the demand-supply, volatility and market sentiments prevailing in

the market. Hence its importance in intraday trading.

 Wait for the market price to stabilize after opening in the fi₹ t 30

minutes of trading.

 Opening Price is considered around close of previous day. Avoid

BUYING if prices open abnormally high and avoid selling if prices

open too low.

 If the market price is stable above the pivot level after 20-30 minutes

of opening, then GO LONG and book profit near the resistant level

(R1 & R2)

 If the market price is stable below the pivot level after 20-30 minutes

of opening, then GO SHORT and book profit near the support level

(S1 & S2)

Stop loss
Since you are aware of the 'potential returns' at the time of initiating an

intraday trade (difference between the entry price and profit targets), you

should set up an appropriate STOP LOSS around 1% above / below of the

trade price or a level comfortable to you, to protect you₹ elf if the market

turns and goes against you.

Alternate strategy
If you have already initiated a trade with clear-cut profit targets and a stop

loss level, and find during the cou₹ e of the trading day that the market turns

and goes the other way and crosses the TREND LEVEL, then trade again: For

instance, if your fi₹ t trade was a LONG trade and the market price drops

through the TREND LEVEL to lower price levels, then GO SHORT and if your

fi₹ t trade was a SHORT trade and the market price rises through the TREND

LEVEL to higher price levels, then GO LONG.

S1, S2 are the immediate support levels.

R1, R2 are the immediate resistance levels.
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